Packing station trolley
Assembly instruction
ASSEMBLY

1. Fit castors G and H to uprights A using screws J.
2. Assemble both ends first - A and B starting with the bottom holes, fit the first side beams B. Fit the top side beams to the top holes of the uprights.
3. Tap together using rubber mallet.
4. Fit front and rear beams C to uprights A level with side beams B.
5. Place shelf D into the bottom of the trolley.
6. Fit reel bar cups E to the top of side beams B.
7. Insert reel bar F into the reel bar cups.
8. Finish by placing top caps I onto uprights A.

We advise the use of protective gloves and goggles, or eyeglasses when assembling this product.
COMPONENTS

A Uprights
640 mm H
4 of

B Side beams
455 mm D
4 of

C Front and rear beams
920 mm W
4 of

D Shelf
1 of

E Reel bar cups
2 of

F Reel bar
1 of

G Wheel
3 of

H Fixed wheel
1 of

I Top caps
4 of

J Screws
8 of

SAFETY

Keep heavier items on the bottom shelves
Keep your shelving dry
Do not climb on your shelving
Make sure it is on a level and even floor